INTERMODAL RAIL
INTERMODAL RAIL ADVANTAGES

TRANS AMERICAN ADVANTAGES

CAPACITY

Intermodal rail capacity is available on existing train schedules year round.
Eliminate fighting for truck capacity by using Intermodal.

Trans American is able to work directly with the rail carriers to secure
capacity that match our clients’ needs.

FLEXIBILITY

Multi-mode combinations can be used to optimize the clients supply chain
needs to the rail network.

Trans American provides expertise to optimize Intermodal solutions
that deliver value to our clients.

PICK UP

Stress free pick up. Simply email or call us to schedule a pick up.
Hunting for truck capacity is NOT required.

Capacity is guaranteed. Working together we will develop and
implement the most efficient pick up process for the client.

DELIVERY

Two free days at the rail ramp offers delivery options that are managed
to client requirements.

Shipments are tracked door-to-door to ensure our clients’ expectations
for delivery are met.

RELIABILITY

Train schedules are very consistent providing a reliable service to manage
your supply chain.

A dedicated account manager is available to you 24/7.

SAVINGS

Intermodal rail typically yields a savings of 15% compared to full truck load.

We are able to recommend optimal routings to maximize our
clients’ savings opportunity.

SUSTAINABILITY

Intermodal provides a true benefit to the environment by reducing your
carbon footprint through fuel efficiency (vs. truck).

We are able to provide client specific carbon emissions savings
reporting as required.

SERVICE

Door-to-door shipments within the same rail network are typically over the
road transit plus 1 day. Interchange lanes add an additional day or 2.

We guarantee our service to our clients. If a client doesn’t experience
an expected result they are entitled to refund based on a client rated
1 to 5 scale. (See terms and conditions for more detail).

VALUE

Intermodal can reduce your transportation expense and carbon footprint while
providing flexibility and dependability within your supply chain.

As an extension of your logistics department Trans American is
committed to advocate for our clients’ needs and
continuously offer opportunities to optimize your supply chain.
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